
The ultimate guide to 
sales prospecting

A complete deep-dive into what prospecting is, the different 
methods, tools, and strategies, along with an actionable 
outreach plan for engaging your ideal customers.



Introduction

Making initial contact with your audience is the first step on the road to glory: 
another deal closed, another happy customer signed. So speaking to your 
prospects (each one a potential client, who would benefit from your 
awesome product or service) should be easy.



But of sales reps cite prospecting as the most challenging part of their 
job.



In this guide to sales prospecting, we’ll first outline what prospecting is and 
what sales and marketing professionals think about it. We’ll then look at the 
different methods, tools, and strategies; outlining which approach is most 
effective, before giving you an actionable outreach plan for engaging your 
ideal customers.

 40% 
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What is prospecting?

Sales prospecting is the process of developing new sales opportunities by finding and 
contacting potential clients. It’s based on one-to-one outbound marketing activities, such 
as an email, phone call, or LinkedIn message.



Prospecting can build on your inbound marketing results, e.g. reaching out to someone 
who has already shown interest in your brand. Alternatively, it can function as a separate 
but complementary discipline, such as engaging a list of contacts that fit your buyer 
personas.



Inbound marketing’s the hottest kid on the block right now, so prospecting may not be 
something you’ve considered. Maybe it feels a bit ‘old-school’.



But a recent survey revealed that 4 in 5 buyers want to hear from suppliers during their 
‘research and evaluation phase’, with only 1% saying they didn’t want to hear from buyers 
at all. So it’s important not to dismiss  active outreach can be a very 
fruitful first stage of the sales process.

 outbound marketing:

Prospecting is often done by sales reps themselves, but in a big enough business, 
specialist Sales Development Representatives (SDRs) take on the role. The other option is 
the marketing team, although their talents might be better placed focusing on other lead 
generation efforts.



The ideal scenario is to keep your champion sales agents away from prospecting. For 
maximum results, sales reps should be focusing solely on selling.



This is where the marketing or SDRs can get savvy with , 
creating a new channel for generating leads and allowing more time for the sales team to 
do what they do best.

 smart prospecting solutions

Is prospecting marketing or sales?
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https://hiredna.com/40-of-salespeople-say-prospecting-is-the-most-difficult-part-of-the-sales-process-heres-what-to-do-about-it/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/why-its-time-to-add-prospecting-to-your-digital-marketing-strategy/
https://sopro.io/platform/product-tour/


Prospecting for B2B vs B2C

Prospecting for B2B and B2C companies can have some significant differences.
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Targets businesses and organisations

Smaller customer base, higher average 

sale value

Long sales cycle

Decisions made by committees

Complex products or services with 

integrations

Messaging focuses on pain points, 

efficiency and ROI

Channels: email, LinkedIn, events, 

referrals, telemarketing, webinars

Targets individual consumers

Large customer base, lower average 

sale value

Short sales cycle

Decisions largely made by individuals

Messaging focuses on emotions and 

personal benefits

More straightforward products

Channels: influencer marketing, PPC 

and display ads, content marketing, etc

B2B prospecting B2C prospecting

B2B prospecting statistics

All of these prospecting statistics come from a survey of 359 UK B2B sales and marketing 
decision-makers, carried out by consumer research company on behalf of Sopro. 
Benchmark results from Sopro client campaign results for 2022. To read more, 

.

 Sapio 
download 

our prospecting whitepaper

 4 in 5 buyers want to hear from suppliers during their research and evaluation phas

 Only 1% of buyers said they didn’t want to hear from suppliers at al

 When asked to pick their biggest marketing challenge, 36% of B2B decision-makers 
said generating enough leads, 19% said lead quality, and 14% said proving ROI

 When asked to pick the main advantages of prospecting, the top answers were

 Identifying prospects not currently in your network (59%

 Contacting decision-makers directly (48%

 Freeing up sales teams to focus on selling (34%

 72% of B2B professionals say email prospecting delivers good to excellent RO

 Only 4% say prospecting delivers negative ROI

 Email is rated the most reliable channel for driving leads (59%

 More people rate email as a top channel than PPC, SEO and organic social media 
combine

 Four times as many people cited email as an effective lead generator compared to 
cold callin

 32% of companies do’nt do any form of email prospectin

 Outreach emails sent on Monday at 11am have the highest lead rat

 The third email in a prospecting sequence drives the most lead

 The perfect sales email has between 251-300 words
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Sales prospecting statistics

Email prospecting statistics

https://sapioresearch.com/
https://sopro.io/added-value/whitepapers/the-state-of-prospecting-23/
https://sopro.io/added-value/whitepapers/the-state-of-prospecting-23/
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Prospecting data:

of companies do not 
do any form of email 
prospecting32%

3 main advantages of prospecting:

Identifying prospects 
not currently in your 

network (59% agreed)

72% sayemailprospecting 
delivers “good to 

excellent” ROI

Only 4% say prospecting 
delivers negative ROI

Contacting 
decision-makers 
directly (48%)

Freeing up sales 
teams to focus on 

selling (34%)

6.1%

Sopro emails 
see a

95.2%
deliverability rate

2.9%
In 2022, Sopro had an 
average lead rate of

Emails sent at 
Monday at 
11am get the 
highest lead rate

251-300 words

is the perfect email length

3
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the third email in a 
sequence drives the most 

leads

Apprentice 
Managers have the 
highest lead rate

Financial Services
is the most 

prospected industry

Almost a quarter(23%) of 
B2B companies plan to make 
budget cuts over the next 12 

months, and a further 20% are 
considering it. 

Best channel 
for driving 

leads

When do buyers 
want to hear 
from sellers?

How do 
buyers want 
to hear from 
suppliers?

Number 
of decision
- makers

Budgetcuts 
in 2023

generating 
enough leads

36%

lead quality

19%

proving ROI

14%

#1

Email was rated the 
most reliable  channel 
for driving leads (59%)

More people rated email
as a top channel than PPC, 

SEO and organic social 
media combined

#1

Four times as many 
people cited email 
compared to cold 

calling

x4

4 in 5
want to hear from 

suppliers during their 
research and evaluation 

phase Over half (51%) of B2B 
companies have 3-5 decision-makers

involved in their buying journey.

There are an 
average of 3.6 
buyers in the 

decision-making 
processOnly 1% of buyers said 

they didn’t want to hear 
from suppliers at all

of B2B buyers say 
they prefer to be 
contacted over 
email - more than 
double any other 
channel

77%

3.6
buyers

Of those making cuts, 88% say 
this is in anticipation of the UK 

heading into a recession.

Biggest 
marketing 
challenge

The State of Prospecting   2023

Marketing survey:



Prospecting compliance

Prospecting tools and software

Any form of sales outreach means data, and anywhere there’s data, compliance needs to 
be too.



GDPR, PECR, CAN-SPAM, CCPA … different locations and situations have different 
regulations, all with their own alphabet-soup title. That’s why compliance must be built 
into all your sales prospecting activity – right from the start.

Prospecting is hard work, but you can really increase efficiency by using prospecting 
software and tools.



CRM (Customer Relationship Management) software helps you manage and organise 
customer data. This will include communication history and sales activity. Examples of 
CRM software include Salesforce, Hubspot, and Pipedrive.



Marketing Automation software is designed to help automate and streamline marketing 
tasks, such as lead generation and social media management. Examples of marketing 
automation software include Marketo, Pardot, and Infusionsoft.



Prospecting data tools help you build a list of prospects to reach out to. The most 
commonly used is LinkedIn Sales Navigator. Inventive SDRs can also use AngelList, 
Product Hunt, and review sites like G2 Crowd as part of their research.



Email outreach software is designed to automate and personalise the sending of extensive 
email campaigns. You can either use specialist software – the kind we’ve built at  to 
run your campaigns on – or general email software like Mailchimp or Campaign Monitor. 
Bear in mind these are not built to run campaigns.

Sopro

 intelligent prospecting 

“With B2B, you’re not expected to actively ask for consent when processing data – 
you can send direct marketing to business contacts if there’s ‘legitimate interest’.“



Marketing need-to-knows: Does GDPR apply to B2B?
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Prospecting best practices for different industries

The framework in this guide is a great starting point for prospecting best practice, but your 
actual campaign will need to be tweaked and fine-tuned depending on which industry 
you’re targeting.



Each sector has different factors that can impact your prospecting. Despite selling the 
same product or service, you’re often targeting different needs and pain points. The 
buying process can differ, along with the regulations, compliance, and the number of 
decision-makers you need to contact.



And that’s before you even start sending emails, nail your messaging, and tackle the 
dense technical language… luckily we’ve created a series of guides for our most popular 
client industries.
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Read more industry solutions  

https://sopro.io/platform/product-tour/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/intelligent-prospecting-ten-strategies-to-increase-your-sales/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/does-gdpr-apply-to-b2b/
https://sopro.io/solutions/industry-solutions/


Sales prospecting methods

You can carry out sales prospecting using a variety of channels and methods, each with its 
own advantages and disadvantages. The method which is most likely to fill your sales 
funnel may depend on your industry or business. Here the most common channels for 
sales prospecting.
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Cold emailing

Email is surely the prospecting channel that has had the biggest technological 
revolution in the last few years.



Advances in data mean that campaigns can be targeted purely at qualified prospects 
who are a good fit for your business. Clever personalisation connects with prospects 
on a personal level, even when sent at scale. An email doesn’t interrupt someone’s day 
like a phone call, or apply pressure with a hard sell.



However, email does have hurdles for the inexperienced. Without the right technical 
set-up and expertise, emails can be flagged as spam and even hurt your domain. 
Gathering data manually is too resource-heavy to be cost-effective, but if a list is 
bought it might be inaccurate. And then there’s compliance to worry about.



Still, there’s a good reason to find expertise and get it right: when asked to pick which 
channels they prefer sellers to contact them on, 77% of B2B buyers said email – more 
than double any other channel.

Cold calling

The advantage of cold calling is that it’s all about people. You can have personal 
conversations with potential clients to build and nurture relationships. Speaking to 
your target audience on the phone means you get immediate feedback on everything; 
from targeting to website to product.



However, the

 On average, it takes eight attempts to reach a prospec

 Just 1% of cold calls lead to appointment

 90% of top B2B decision-makers do not respond to cold outreach



Added to that is the potential reputational impact. Nobody wants to be branded a 
nuisance, and interrupting people with a hard sell can be seen as just that.

 disadvantages are fairly clear
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Events

Events can be a great way to build brand awareness, and provide an opportunity for 
face-to-face conversations with the right people. of B2B event 
attendees are decision-makers and have buying authority, so the appeal is clear.



However, events can be expensive to attend and time-consuming to plan, and the 
limited number of attendees means a smaller pool of prospects.

As many as 81% 

Webinars

75% of B2B marketers agree that hosting a webinar allows them to reach and 
engage new leads. In contrast to in-person events, they’re inexpensive and there’s no 
upper limit on attendees (so long as you get the tech right!).



Making sure your audience is relevant should be achieved through a mix of the 
webinar topic and the promotion, but can be a struggle. While webinars are less cost 
and time-intensive to plan, limited audience engagement can make the experience 
less engaging for participants, and following up can be difficult compared to other 
prospecting strategies.

Social selling

70% of sales reps are active on LinkedIn as part of their role, and it’s easy to see why. 
Despite the inspirational humblebrags and cringey selfies, it’s actually the perfect place 
to connect with professionals.



Social media is a low-cost business development solution, allowing you can reach a 
wide audience with specific targeting to find your ideal customers.



The main issue is how labour-intensive it can be. Manual search-and-message can 
work well if you’re a small business, but it just doesn’t scale. The conversion rates can 
be fairly low too.



Approaching a prospect on LinkedIn can feel spammy: the same message sent by 
email can have a far higher response rate, and if enough people mark that they don’t 
know you, LinkedIn will stop you from sending more messages.

Watch our latest webinar now

https://www.servicebell.com/post/cold-calling-statistics
https://www.exponents.com/our-blog/5-trade-show-statistics-that-will-surprise-you/
https://www.on24.com/resources/assets/report-webinar-benchmarks-2019/
https://business.linkedin.com/content/dam/me/business/en-us/sales-solutions/cx/2018/images/pdfs/state-of-sales-ebook.pdf
https://sopro.io/resources/webinars/how-to-write-the-perfect-b2b-email-in-2023/
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The trick is to use a two-pronged attack. Combining social media with email outreach 
– known as – can offer the best of both channels. social prospecting 

Referrals

Referrals are a brilliant way of attracting new clients. The quality of the leads is often 
excellent, with low acquisition cost and high customer retention rates. You should 
definitely have a in place.



On the downside, it’s not reliable or scalable as a sales prospecting technique. 
Referrals come and go organically, even with a solid reward programme in place. So 
while they may be amazing icing for your lead generation cake, they can’t be the 
sponge.

 referral marketing strategy 
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Prospecting strategies and tactics

Once you’ve chosen which channel you’re going to use, there are different strategies and 
tactics that can be adopted as part of your campaigns.

Account-based marketing

Account-based marketing sees you target a list of specific businesses that 
would be your ideal customers. With prospecting, you can engage every 
relevant decision-maker in the business.

Multi-channel prospecting

Multi-channel prospecting uses multiple marketing channels to reach your 
target audience. It brings together email, phone, social media, display ads 
and direct mail. It aims to find potential customers in multiple places to 
increase the chance of making a successful sale.

Lead nurturing

Lead nurturing is the process of building relationships with potential 
customers through targeted communication, in order to move them closer to 
the purchase decision over time.

https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/what-is-social-prospecting/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/referral-marketing-using-networks-better-leads/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/beginners-guide-to-account-based-prospecting/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/what-exactly-is-multichannel-prospecting-and-how-can-you-dip-your-toe-in-its-welcoming-waters/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/the-five-golden-rules-of-lead-nurturing/


How to create a B2B email prospecting strategy

Although there’s value in all of the above channels, for us (Sopro, the email prospecting 
experts) it might not surprise you that email is the channel we recommend you start with.



Of course we’d say that – but then the majority of B2B buyers would too. Our survey 
shows they far prefer email over any other channel when it comes to hearing from 
suppliers. And we know it works as the perfect foundation on which to build your B2B 
sales prospecting machine.



To do email outreach right, you need to ensure:
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Technical set-up

Know your ICP

The technical specifications behind email deliverability are a complex puzzle, solved by 
an army of very clever tech people whose desks often have six monitors. It makes the 
do-it-yourself approach pretty unworkable.

Before you get started, you need a strong, codified understanding of your potential 
customers.



The same is true of any marketing channel, but especially so with outbound sales 
prospecting. If you don’t make sure contacts are a good fit before you send an email, 
then your sales team will spend most of their time qualifying leads rather than selling.



Read more: How to create an ideal customer profile.

 Excellent technical set-u

 A highly-targeted, compliant prospect lis

 A conversational introduction with advanced personalisatio

 A sequence of follow-up email

 Performance tracking and optimisation strategies

If you’d like to dive into the world of email deliverability – including SPF, rDNS, 
ESP, DKIM and MX records – you can read all about it here: Getting emails to 
inbox
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Source great data

Market segmentation

So you’ve got your ICP sorted and know who to sell to. And instantly, you’re faced 
with the next challenge. How do you get a list of these people and get their contact 
details?



Your prospecting data needs to be filled with your target audience, and not any old 
Tom, Dick or Harry just because you happen to have their details. Their contact 
information must be accurate and up to date.



So while you can gradually build your own list from inbound methods, web-scraping 
tools, or hunting manually on LinkedIn, 75% of companies turn to an external partner 
to source their B2B prospecting data. In this case, you have two options: head to a 
specialist prospecting agency like Sopro (well, there are none quite like Sopro ), or you 
can buy information from data brokers.



Check out our guide on building the perfect B2B database.

Segmenting your prospecting campaigns can improve results and help you find new 
audiences and markets. There are . 
Testing different approaches should reveal the most suitable for you.



studied 18 million emails sent to segmented lists. These emails had open 
rates 14.3% higher than non-segmented lists, click-through rates doubled, and 
unsubscribe rates were 9.4% lower.

five different types of market segmentation

Mailchimp 

Get a free report outlining your total 
addressable market in minutes.

Market mapper

Map your market

103,343

75% 40% 34% 27% 18% 10%

https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/how-to-create-b2b-ideal-customer-profile/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/how-to-avoid-spam-filters/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/how-to-avoid-spam-filters/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/how-to-build-the-perfect-b2b-prospecting-database/
https://sopro.io/added-value/blog/b2b-market-segmentation-guide/
https://mailchimp.com/resources/effects-of-list-segmentation-on-email-marketing-stats/
https://sopro.io/resources/market-mapper/
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Writing the perfect email

Subject lines

Email copy

As this list is proving, there are many different elements to effective prospecting. But if 
any one element is more important than the others, it’s the message you send.



As part of our , we analysed the content of 
49.5 million emails to find the rules shared by the top-performing email templates.

State of Prospecting 2023 whitepaper

The top subject lines have between three and seven words, – open rates are 14.9% 
higher for those who stick to this rule. Including the prospect’s name, or the words 
“coffee” or “partnership” can increase open rates by up to 27%.

Here are our eight golden rules for prospecting emails:

 “I’m on the train!”



 2. Never open with a question



To nail that natural, conversational tone, imagine you’re on a train, firing off a last-
minute email to a prospect you’ve found on LinkedIn just before you arrive at your 
stop.



Don’t ask questions. It’s makes your prospect do work before you’ve even 
demonstrated how you can help.

3. Follow the six-part template



Your templates can change based on who you’re targeting, but the magic formula 
remains the same:

4. Review your work

 Greetin

 Softene

 Introductio

 Rationale behind your contac

 Call to actio

 Proper email signature
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Follow-up emails

A large part of what sets modern B2B prospecting apart from the old spammy mass 
email approach is the follow up. When you know you’re speaking to people who could 
benefit from what you offer, it’s worth seeing if they were just too busy in the moment 
your email landed to respond.



Amazingly, aren’t followed up. But Sopro’s analysis 
of 49 million emails shows that 76% of all your leads come from emails two, three and 
four.



Sending more than three chaser emails is a fairly fruitless endevour, and will annoy 
your target audience. If they don’t want to talk to you after four emails, you’re better off 
leaving them alone.

 70% of unanswered sales emails 

Take a minute to place yourself in your prospects’ shoes. Would your email stand out 
and entice a response?

5. Use concise language



Long, rambling emails are desined for deletion. Your prospects are busy people – they 
don’t wont to waste their precious time on a potentially futile endeavour. So get to the 
point, fast. Between 251-300 words is the sweet spot.

6. The ten-year-old test



Would a ten-year-old understand your email? Get rid of any overly complicated 
language or jargon.

7. The value exchange



Your prospect is spending time reading your email and you’re asking them for more of 
their time to have a call with you. What are you bringing in exchange? Explain how 
you could solve a pain point or help them sell more.

8. Drop the hard sell



Identify your prospects’ challenges, and highlight the benefits of your solution.



You’ll have to read the full whitepaper for all the words, personalisation variables and 
other elements that impact email templates positively.

https://sopro.io/added-value/whitepapers/the-state-of-prospecting-23/
https://www.yesware.com/blog/sales-email-frequency-guide-pays-follow/
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1st 

chaser

Initial

email

2nd 

chaser

3rd

chaser

4th

chaser

Further

chaser

Le
ad

 r
at

e

Message stage

But you shouldn’t just send the same email four times in four days, or follow up with a 
“just bubbling this up”.



Instead, send them a few days apart (pro tip: but not on the same day of the week). 
Each email should have a slightly new approach with a different purpose.

INITIAL

EMAIL:

The intro

First contact. Your 
initial outreach, 

written according 
to the golden rules.

FIRST 
FOLLOW-UP

The nudge

A polite reminder. 
Include a simple 

follow-up 
message, 

reminding them of 
the benefits. Focus 

on helping, not 
selling. Include 

your first message 
tn the email chain.

SECOND 
FOLLOW UP:

The referral

Follow up by again 
forwarding the 
previous email 

chain, and reaffirm 
why they should 
speak to you. Ask 
them for a referral 
to a more relevant 

person, in case that 
is the reason the 
have not replied.

THIRD 
FOLLOW UP:

The break-up

Let them know 
you’d love to speak 
with them, but you 

don’t want to 
become a pain so 

this is the last 
email you’ll send. If 

they want to 
engage, this is their 

last chance.
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Prospecting metrics and performance tracking

Sell more with Sopro

Another reason email prospecting is a great business development method is that 
everything can be monitored, so it’s easy to see what’s working and what can be 
improved.



Performance tracking is essential for evaluating the success of your lead generation efforts 
and identifying areas for improvement. Prospecting metrics cover everything from time 
sent, open rate, click-through rate, conversion rate, cost per lead, and customer acquisition 
cost.



All of this data allows you to test different approaches. You can AB test subject lines, for 
example, and see which gets more opens.



Tracking performance over time allows you to benchmark your own efforts, and compare it 
to industry benchmarks. This will help you better understand your prospecting efforts and 
make data-driven decisions.

Sopro helps you sell more. Our fully-managed B2B prospecting service drives new sales 
enquiries from your ideal customers, and our sales engagement platform is packed with 
cutting-edge features to optimise your outreach and nurture your leads.



Sopro combines a cutting-edge platform, world-class data, and unrivalled prospecting 
experience. We source your ideal prospects, engage them with personalised emails, and 
connect them directly to you when they are ready to talk business. The Sopro platform 
then helps you to nurture and engage each lead until you close the deal.



Sell more.
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